REPORT ON
EDUCATIONAL TOUR & MEASURED DRAWING CAMP
AT BUNDI, RAJASTHAN
Place: Bundi, Rajasthan
Date: 30TH SEP’17-5TH OCT’17
Class: 2nd Yr , 3rd sem (Batch 2016-21)
Number of students: 51
Faculty: Ar. Yash Pratap Singh Shekhawat, Ar. Manas Sharma, Ar. Shweta Mehta
The trip to Bundi was planned as an exercise to teach the students of 2nd year, measure drawings.
Bundi is a city famous for its step-wells / bawadi / kunds. Also iconic about Bundi is the reminiscent of
historical Rajasthani architecture in the city. The narrow lanes are trespassed with religious structures,
shops, small hotels, small eateries and residences.
After reaching Bundi on 30th afternoon, faculty and students spent the day exploring the city; its lifestyle
and inherent nature. 6 streets were indentified for being measured and drafted, in an attempt to study
the lifestyle of this historical town. Also identified were 8 bawadi’s and 1 temple (Lakshminath temple)
for a measure drawing study. These were:
 Abhainathji ki bawadi
 Bohroji ka kund
 Bhawaldi bawadi
 Lakshminath temple bawadi
 Nagar – Sagar kunds
 Dhabhaiji ka kund
 Nahardooj ki bawadi
 Khoja darwaza bawadi

st
1 and 2nd (half day) were spent studying and measure drawing the streets in groups of 5-6 students.
Work would start early at 7:30am, with students heading to their respective streets, measuring and
sketching its details till about 12:00noon. Post lunch and after a brief break work would begin again at 4
and go on till dusk when the students would return at 7:00pm. The faculty was spending its time going
from one group to other during the day so as to be able to guide the students while they worked. Post
dinner 9:00pm would be a review of the day’s work.
2nd,3rd and 4th were spent in measuring drawing the bawadi’s and temple allotted to each group. All
architectural details, motifs and features were being measured and studied in detail. These needed to
be presented in the form of auto-cad drawings.
5th was a fun day when students visited Bundi fort, Bhimlat and Gadria Mahadev for a fun day before
heading to Jaipur.
The trip was designed firstly, to teach students to measure a structure and replicate it in the form of
drawings. Secondly, study the architectural details of historical rajasthani settlements. Lastly, be able to
establish a relationship between cityscape and its resident’s lifestyle.

In addition to all study and fun related activities, students were made to realize their social responsibility
towards the city. “Shramdan” in the form of cleaning for the Abhaynathji ki bawadi was carried out on
4th morning. The students participated in full strength to support this noble cause.

